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1. AssrsTING lNFORMATION GARDENING 

In the legai domain, activities deal with huge and growing amounts of 
information which are mainly handled as documents. But uniike technical 
documents, legal documents contain subtle, informai, non-expìicit aspects 
of information that cannot be negiected. So many legal tasks are stili difficult 
to be computer-aided. 

Currently a lot of techniques are used for legai applications, especially 
in fieids where a preliminary modeling of information is possible. On the 
one hand, databases and inf ormation retrieval are concerned with storing 
and retrieving large amounts of legal documents. For instance, automatic 
transformation of SGML documents [Wilson 1990] as well as indexing and 
clustering techniques are used to produce hypertext databases allowing 
querying as well as browsing. On the other hand, a lot of works take 
advantage of A.I. techniques for building specifìc legai expert systems and 
take• advantage of computer assisted reasoning. All of these techniques 
suppose that a sound knowledge acquìsition process has been achieved in 
order to build a domain model and an application model [Breuker 1991]. 

Conversely, a lot of intellectual work has to be clone without the help 
of preexisting models and, as a consequence, do not benefit of efficient 
computer assistance. Barristers, for instance, need often to builà up possibly 
different intetpretations of document materials, to study their interdepen
dencies, to compare them, gather and classify inf ormation, produce specific 
documents from existing ones. Drafting tools and ideas managers are 
sometimes used to help such activities but they are independent tools more 
dedicated to document preparation than to knowledge elicitation. Hypertext 
systems, especially those integrating a:n interactive authoring environ.."llent, 
can assist such tasks in a more complete manner, bridging the gap between 
source documents and the production of nev,T inf ormation because of their 
ability to incrementally handle knowledge elicitation. 
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The pu1pose of this paper ìs not to describe or propose yec another 
hypertext tool for the law domain 1 but to examine at a genera1 leve] why 
and how hypertext tools can assist the kind of intellectual work identified 
as inf ormation gardening which radically diff ers from informa ti on mìning 
and manufacturing [Bernstein 1993}. We show that the dassicaì hypertext 
paradigm must be enlarged and replaced by a more functìonal view in 
order to suppon this kind of actìvity. Tue different metaphors of mining, 
manufacturing and gardenìng/farmìng are situated in this new framework. 
We then examine how gardening/farming is supported by current systems. 
Finally, we show, as iìlustrated by the lvfacWeb system we ha;:e developed, 
how hypertext tools should contribute to make Ìnterpretatìon strncture 
emerge from documems thus providing means to exploit information from 
these documents. 

2. THE HYPERTEXT PARADIGM REVISITED 

2.1. -V:.1hat is the essence of hypertexts? 

Beyond the inìtial idea from Bush [Bush 1945], the hypertext notion has 
largely ernerged from very diff erem hypertext applìcations or systems. Thus, 
whereas a lot of computer applications as different as an interactive encyclo
pedia on CD-ROM or a writing environn1ent are considered as hypertext 
applications, a unanimously accepted formai definition of the notion of 
hypertext is not yet really available. Hypertext is a paradigm. 

From a naive and external point of view, hypertext systems are consi
dered as document displayers that offer a point and click user-intedaces 
for navigating in a document space. Browsing from one document to ano
ther has become a commonplace. But this is not sufficient to characterize 
hypertexts. 

From an abstract point of view, the link--node paradigm is generally 
proposed as a basis for characterizing hypertexts. However, links and nodes 
are compiex notions that may correspond co very different entities. Elements 
as different as Hypercard cards, Guide expandable documents [Brown 1989], 
KSM pagcs [Akscyn 1988], composìtes [Grnnbaek 1994], Sepia activity spaces 
[Streitz 1992], MacWeb virrual documents [Nanard 1993] are kinds of nodes. 

1 The study does not concem a spec:fa: category of professional of legai domain such 
as for ìnstance barristers, attomeys or sollicitors-, but any people whose intellecrual activity 
requires stmcmre emergencc. Thus, we use the word iawyer with a generic mea.ning to refer 
to ali of them. 
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Similarly, harà-wired links, computable links, queries, slots in frames are 
considered as links. Other approaches based on sets suggest alternative to 
linking [Parunak 1991 ]. Furthermore, an evolution towards sophisticated 
models is observed. Using types on nodes and links and even frame--based 
approaches [Marshdl 1992, op. cit. J are more and more frequently used to 
handle structure. 111ìs complexification makes the hypertext notion difficult 
to formally characterize. 

Tuned in 1990 and re-edited in 1994 [Haìasz 1994], the DEXTER2 hypertex:t 
reference model is now the most accepted model. It resu!ts from a coope
rative effort to unify and generalize the work clone by pioneers developers 
of hypertext systems. It is an atternpt to capture both formalìy a.od 
informally the important abstractions found in a wide range of existing and 
future hypertext systems. Beyond clarifying the distinction between the 
storage and the rnn--cime aspect of hypermedia systems as weU as the 
connection with external applications handling documents, DEXTER 

supersedes the traditional node/link model by the notion of components. 
It emphasizes an implernentation independence allowing various data 
models. 

However DEXTER only characterizes the stmctural aspects of hypertexts 
and their consequences on hypertcxt architecture" Whereas it suggests a 
good architecture for robust implementacion as illustrared in the Devise 
system [Grnnbatk 1994, op. cit.] DEXTER only aims at observing hypertexts 
from the inside. 1t describes how hypertexts internally work but not the 
function they play in terms of human-computer interaction .. Hypertext are 
described from a static ooint of view. The dvnamic aspect<; of structure 
evolution during a kno~ledge acquisition pro~ess are n~t the concem of 
this model. 

Thereby, an important question is "what ls the role of linking or rnore 
generally of establishing relations.hips between pieces of information 
presented as documents? W'hat can we do with it?". Hypertexcs necd to be 
observed from a functional point of view. 

2.2. Metaphors shaping information tn.anagement in hypertext systems 

Whereas hypertext 7stems technically rely on handling or using re·
iationships between information pieces, they deeply diff er depending on 
the kind of use of relationships and the sryle of application which ìs 
addrcssed. 

2 DEXTER is not a researcher but the place where the model was elaborated. 
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Three main categories of activities can be observed when a human is 
dealing with ìnformation: 

Extracting information from large repositori.es, 
Organizing existing information for presenting and better accessing it 
(and even selling it), 
Making information and structure emerge. 

This diversity is stressed by Mark Bernsteìn [Bernsteìn 1993, op. cit.] 
who proposed a set of three relevant metaphors: inf onnation mining, inf or
mation manufacturing and information farming. These metaphors account 
for the attitudes and the interests of users when concerned with information. 
They make clear what kinds of features are suitable in hypertext with 
respect to the addressed applications. 

2.2.L Information mining 

Information miners are interested in· providing relevant informatìon 
pieces found within large repositories more than in adding value to infor
mation or in creating it. lnformation is like nuggets extracted for subsequent 
use. Such approaches are mostly concerned by the cost-effìciency of 
eÀtraction. They are very dose to information retrieval. So, recall and pre
cision are important crìteria. Hypertext features improves the efficiency of 
retrieval: links are used for instance to record explicit relationships asserted 
by the user on retrieved data, in order w improve the efficiency of later 
searches [Croft 1989]. Information mining is a frequent need in legal 
applications where, for instance, case law leads to retrieve documents about 
simila.r situations. 

2.2.2. lnfonnaàon manufacturing 

Contrary to information mining which ìs more concerned with the 
relevance of the extracted nuggets, information manufacturing maìnly 
focuses on ease of access to information by end-users. Irrformation manufac-
turers refine raw information into high added value products specifically 
adapted to some end-users need. Hypertexts are well suited tools for pre
senting refined information. Relationships mapped onto information make 
cioser information pieces and draw highways for accessing them more 
efficìentiv in context, 

Legal"tcxts are highly complex and benefit from information manufactu
ring. Relevant information is often dissemìnated in many documents. 
Building a rich structure for efficiently accessing them obviously provides 
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an obvious commercial added value. Hypertext on for instance fiscal texts, 
laws or decrees are very helpful and boost the efficiency of their users. 
Relationships between items are made expìicit and semantically connect 
pieces of information, thus allow a reader to get all relevant information in 
a given context by a few interactions. 

All the eff orts in inf ormation manufacturing consist in designing and 
building consistent strnctures dedicated to the intended use of inf ormation. 
In addition to techniques that are suitable to take into account the specificity 
of non-linear reading, notions such as schema and some design techniques 
which have proved their efficiency for databases are helpfully adapted to 
hypertext [Garzotto 1993] and serve to producing large hypertexts. Like in 
industria! manufacturing, standards are important to preserve the investment 
for the long term. SGML [rso 1986] and Hytime [ISO 1991] make it possible 
to keep the structure ( that is mapped onto documents and provides the 
added value) in a form which is independent of any system and preserve 
it for the future. 

2.2.3. lnformation gardeninglfarmìng 

The third metaphor, Information gardening, seems less obvious but is 
also cxtremely pertinent. It addresses evolution of information understan
ding and of strncture elicitation. Unlike mining and manufacturing whìch 
are interested in informatìon as a product, Jnfonnation gardening is intc
rested in the evolution - in the growth, in the life of information and 
knowledge. Information gardening is fundamentaìly a mental activity. 

2.2.3.L Understanding the metaphor 

Cultivation of ìnfonnacion aims at eliciting knowledge imp!icitly embed
ded in document sets. Informatìon gardeners make new informatiori and 
structure grow from existing documents like gardeners make flowers and 
vegetables grow on soìl. They are the real producers of information and 
knowledge. 

Let us detail the metaphor on severa! points: 

·-· Information generation: The gardener starts working on an unconnec
ted document set, as flat as prepared soil. Discovering and expliciting 
relationships between information makes hidden structures emerge 
from documents. Links grow on documents like plants on soil. Links, 
as relationships expression, represent knowledge. But it is necessary 
to push the metaphor further. Like plants, links have fmits: links help 
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make information closer; it is wel! known that rnaking closer two 
pieces of information may generate a new meaning which is not 
explicitly present in any of them. Establishing relationships among 
information generates new infonna.tion or at least makes appear hidden 
information. The gardener seeds them ag,1ìn and goes on working on 
them, This is the fundamental i.emiotic aspect of hypertext. Thereby, 
the ìnfonnation farmer typically is an information producer. 
Maturation of structures: Like plants need long care before they 
marure, Ìt is necessari to support the evolution of knowledge struc
tures through inconsistent transient states before they become weìl 
thought out. Information gardening addresses i::he handling and the 
care of the transient states which are often looked down or at least 
ignored in many approaches. In rhis sense, informacion gardening is 
directly concerned wìth the actual mental processes of desìgners [l'fa-
nard 1994]. 
Enactment in gardening: Whereas ìnformation manufacmrers and 
miners coolly consider information as a materiai which is to be 
extracted and transformed without any subjectivity nor intuition, the 
gardener is more directly concerned with the information lìfe. All 
a.ctìons wlùch make structure d1ange must be clearly reflected and 
made visiblc to the user. 

Thus, information gardening is concerned primarily by the cogmt1ve 
aspects of the human relations to structure emergence, mainly -chat which 
involve inruition and capture of raising structures. 

Some very slìght differences exist between Bernstein's infonnatìon far
ming and Marshall's infomiation gardening metaphors though there is some 
continuum between the two activitics whjch share the property of making 
.• '" .,. 'P I l-r ,. ;, t ;~, -- •pfp ~[,, .. ,...,.'I·,.••· I ,~ stn,1.,ti,,-"re emerg .. ,. n10.n1at,on .arrn .. "g n1,iy 1- "r ~o a ,,,1ger ,,1.,,.,.c ,;vor,<.. 1, 

m.ay a.lso involve some more collaborative work. The ìnformation gardening 
metaphor relies on similar ideas but emphasizes the user' s individual relati on 
to informatìon and more private enactment in information producing. 

2.2.3.2. Jnfonnation gardening in practice 

Let us observe some cases of information gardening in lega! applications. 
M any t:a.sks require to work on large amounts of informatiofl distributed 
in nmne:roos documents. The expert has to built up m~w documents based 
on existing data. For instance a barristcr has to prepare a specch for defense 
from the varìous pieces of a brief. The advocate ha.s to build up in h.is mind 
a network of relationships between facts, informati.on, events and so on. 
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He has to make emerge an argumentation structure by eliciting causai 
relationships hetween pieces of inf ormation and then to map a rhetoric 
structure for planning the ordering of enunciation of arguments. A simple 
analysìs of the task itself makes it obvious that the essence of such task is the 
emergence of structure 011 the irriti al documcnt set. Thìs activity ( often very 
ìong) is typically information gardeni:ng and needs to be computer-aided. 

The problem is to bridge the gap between means for representing inf or--
rnation and knowledge and means for dealing with their evolutìon (Fig. 1). 

fIG. 1 

Knowledge repreaentation side 

Formali:; 
discontinuos 
states 

Meritai process side 

Menta!ly 
cont!nuos 
process 

Idormation gardening is a com
puter-supported human acnv1ty 
wfa::h ìcads to organizìng informa
tion and eliciting knowlcdgc. Thus, 
lv,o inter-dependent a.xes an, to be 
considered: knowledge reprcsenta
tion -- on the forma! side and 
evolu.tion handling - on the human 
side --. The major issue concerns the 
suppon to tbe incrementaì evolution 
of inforrnation and knowledge ali 
along rl1.e menta! process of organi
z,1,t1on. 
lnforr,taJjon gardening musr not be 
reduced to modal logie. Evolution 
cannot be considered simply as a se
quence of stable modal descriptìons. 
Evolution precisely is tbe set of brid

ges between descriptions. Thc '!ddressed problem is not to describc various statcs, but to 
help handle their transitioas., on thc human sì,le. 
Both aspects reprcsem.at~on .u1d evolution are comidered in the pres,!nt paper, 

Information gardening as an intellectual act1Vity, whereas it is sometm1es 
hard, rarely bendits from effective computer aid. Organizing ìnformation, 
producing structure and eliciting knowledge are truly creative activities 
where del.icacy, subtlety, feedback and backtracking are important. Such 
activities need specific tools and tcchnìques which take great advantage of 
recent progress in human-computer int:eraction, knowledge acquisition and 
representatìon as well as hypertext. 

Currently, drafting tools and ideas manage.rs are helpfully used like 
electronic scrapbooks but usually are disconnected from the information 
sources. Thus they only help handling the structure of documents under 
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writing but do not address the emergence of structure on existing document 
bases. On the contrary, hypertext technology may bridge the gap. 

2.3. A fundional vìew of the hypertext paradigm 

In the activity of information gardening, the hypertext network should 
be used as a rather evolutionary structure that capture the process of thought 
and collaboration [Bush 1945, op. ci.t.] and not only the final state of some 
information structure. As we observed in section 2.1, the DEXTER model 
abstracts the archìtectural and logical view of the node/link network that 
is supposed to be the essence of hypertext. Stepping beyond thc simple 
link-node model was one of Halasz suggestions as new directions that 
future hypertext systems should support [Halasz 1991]. Thus, we suggest 
to consider hypertext from a functional point of view as a paradigm: 

A hypertext helps establìshing, handling and exploiting complex 
reiationships among information. 
Handled reìationships are meaningful for people when interacting 
with that information. 

Conscquently, a hypertext may be considered as an observation structure 
that maps the human--oriented semantic space of documents -- possibly not 
formally explicit - onte a semiotic space suitable to handle them, thus 
providing a kind of user interface to interact more directly with informai 
data within documents. 

The important point for inforrnation gardening is to provide flexible, 
powerfui and direct means for expressing both informai and, when needed, 
formal relationships which implicitly exist between pieces of information 
in order to make possibie new infonnation grow from exìsting ones. Docu
ments are the vehide of rather informai semantics. The aim of hypertext 
is to deai with informai, changing and incomplete semantics of documents. 
The true nature of hypertext consists in anchoring3 some knowledge 

3 The term "anchoring" is used for denoting the attachment of irifonnation to either end 
of a link. The anchoring metaphore is very reievant. It suggests the flexibility of linking in 
hypertext: one may drop thc anchor of a link a.nywhere in a document. Anchoring does not 
need to build a harbour in thc document before (- i.e. does not necd preliminary modeling 
of the stmcture nor defining a database schema to ha.ndle it)! 

The link network does not alter documents, It floats over them and is iust am:hored in 
some places. This leads to disringuish between three k.i.nds of eìements: documents whìch 
are dedicated to users for reading and understanding their informal contem, the hypertext 
nework which is a computable stmcture that helps formal work on documents (for iosta.oce 
browsing, but also computing) and the anchorage which bridges informal strnctures to 
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structure whether inf ormal or formal, computable or not, onto the inf ormal 
semantic structure of documents (Fig. 2). 

FIG. 2 

Hypertext observed frnm the structura side 

Human-oriented, 
informai semantic space of docu 

Hypertei:t observed from the informalio11 side 

From a functional point of 
view, a knowledge-based hy
pertext results from the an
choring of a knowledge
oriented formai structure 
(helpful for computation), 
onto a human-oriented infor
mai semanric space of docu
ments. Relationships between 
pieces of information are 
either d.irect or computable 
(e.g. gray line) according to 
knowledge represented by 
the forma! structure. The 
duality of hypertext allows 

to use them for browsing from the document side as well as for working on the formal 
structure sidc. The duality makes it possiblc to mix the advantages of both formai and 
informai aspects. Information gardening aims at helping such structure incrementally grow 
on documents. 

2.4. lnterest o( ìhe f unctional view of hypertext for information gardening 

Hypertexts do not only provide static structures for presenting ìnforma
tion. Hypertext systems may be flexible working environments for support
ing the dynamic aspects of intellectual activities. However, an important 
and often neglected aspect of hypertext is to deal with structure evolution. 

forma! structure5. As a consequence several hypertext networks can be ai.7chorcd on a same 
set of documents, like lntermedia's Webs [Haan 1992]. 

A good metaphore to understand the real nature of hypertext is to imagine a paper 
document pincd on a wall, a transparent sheet of plastic proteccing it and a set of colored 
lines drawn on the plastic for stressing relationships bcnveen part of thc document. Onc 
may draw and write at will on the plastic sheet to enha.11ce relationships between document 
parts or attach information w them. This does not alter the inital docmnent but makes it 
interpretation easier, The anchoring is the superposìtion of informarion on the plasric and 
the information in the documents. This double layered organization supports the growing 
of a stmcture on thc plastic film and its cmergencc from the underlying documents. 

This metaphor is dìrecdy implemented in some recent systems such as Dolphin [Streitz 
1994 J which takes advantage of Liveboards ìnstcad of screens [Elrod 1992]. 

Thus, hypertext should not be considered in terms of data strncture but in a more 
functionai manner as a mapping of a formai structure onto an informai one. 
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The interest of the functional vìew of a hypertex as a mapping of a 
knowledge strucrure onto documents and pieces of infonnarion ìs twofold: 

Explicit the knowledge structure separately from information: this 
provides means for reasoning botb formally and informaliy about 
informati on; 

- Manipulate the structure itseif: the structure being separated from 
documents and enacteà may support simply its own evolution. 

Thus hypertexts appear as convenient tools for recording emerging 
structure and use it for flexible and intelligent browsing. Direct observation 
of the structure as well as formal or infom1al manipulation make appear -
or make possible to deduce by computation - facts that are not obviously 
visible in the informa] stmcture of document contents. 

3. TttE STATE OF INFORMATION GARDENING WITH SOME HYPERTEXT 

SYSTEMS 

As pointed out in the prcvious sections, information gardenìng requires 
to incremcntally make knowiedge structures emerge ,md to represent and 
to anchor them onto documents. 

But, it is ne<:essary to observe the management of knowledge simulta
neously from two points o:f view, One is static and is concerned with the 
power of expression of the hypertext data model.. It concerns the re
presentation of knowledge itself. The other one is dynamic. It concerns the 
human mental process which 1eads to knowledge elicìtation, and its impii•
cations on d1e user interface of hypertext systems. Both aspects are strongly 
dependent. However, many theoreticai works on artificial inte!ligence have 

1 i 1 • • h {' . I l . 1· . . neg1ecte( toe rn1portance ot .. uman ractors m Know edge e 1c1tat1on. 
The current scction envisions knowledge structure emergence according 

to the tv-10 poims of. view. It analyses some hypertext systems that may be 
a posteriori considered as dedicated to information gardening in order to 
characterize key features for inf ormatìon gardening. 

3.1. Infonnatiori gardening as knowledge elidtation 

3.1.1. He4, information structuring is not enough 

Tue interest of hypertext for knowledge organization has been stressed 
very early. Engelbart' s NLS project initially had a very ambitious name 
'Augment', since it aimed at 'augmenting human's intellect'. The first tool 
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truly used at large scale, KMS - Knowledge Management System - [ Akscyn 
1988, op. cit ], explicitly announced it within rhe system name. But, in all 
of the first approaches, the word kno·wledge has not the meaning that 
recent A.I. works use to gìve ìt. Knowledge has an anthropocentric me;ining. 
It is more the concern of authors and readers than a cornputable .':ìtructure. 
So, its management is achieved as side effects of consi;tent informati.on 
presentation. The proposed mechanisms are driven from data side more 
than from the stn.1cture side. The interaction is centered on information 
management and presentatìon, and expressed at the leveì of the nodes 
contents. For instance, structuring with KMS is achieved by breaking 
information into small nodes organized in a hierarchical stmcture, wìth 
some added untyp;;-:d transversal links. 

B 1 • • • d r · • • •• ut sucn systt:ms aun at orgamzmg . ara ror retnevmg 1t eas11y, more 
than at truly represeming and handling knowledge associated to data. The 
duality between information and strncture shouid be explicit, even it is 
represented informally. 

3.1.2. Represent infonnal structures but also support encapsulation or pro
cesstng 

During the saxm.: time, works in A.I. :m·ess on the com.putability of 
knowiedge and propose techniques for representing knowiedge in order to 
handle it. A similar trend is observabìe ìn the hypertext domain. Many 
systems even among the earliest ones stress on the need for typed links. 
Notecards links are labeled. So, many people use it for a wide variety of 
structuring tasks. Notecards graphical browser makes it possible to visually 
observe the lìnk--node network, making thc structure explìcit for the user. 
SeveraJ works concerned with represcnting t.he structure of argumemation 
took advantage of rlùs feature. 

gm1s [Conklin 1988], thanks to t!1t~ graphical representatìon and e<l.ition 
of structure, is typicalìy dedicated to knowledge elicitation task:, in the 
argumentation domaìn based on the LBlS modeì. At the opposite of KMS, 

grms is oriented towards the explicit represemation of relationships between 
pieces of inforrnation. It provides the user with a graphical view of the 
resulting structure. But gIBIS stmcture, dedicated to argumentation repre
sentation, is rigid and too restr:ictive. Furthermore it is mainly dedicated to 
description and does not provide any possibility of computation on the 
structure nor cvaluation. 

Free labded links, and the flexibility of Ìts Lisp based implementation, 
make Notecards [Haiasz l 987] a flexible environment for handling any 
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knowledge representations. IDE Oordan 1989], built on Notecards, takes 
advantage of added Lisp procedures which empowered it for directly com
puting some aspects of structure. Nevertheless, such treatments concern 
more structure generation than reasoning. 

Using Notecards for representing argumentation structure according to 
T oulmin' s model is experienced by Marshall [Marshall 1989]. The micro
structure of Toulmin's model is easily implemented with typed nodes but 
the recursive construction of a large scaled argumentation is more difficult 
to express unless the hypertext system enables to handle sub-nets as first 
class objects and to interconnect micro-structures. Furthermore, a great 
friendliness of the user interface is necessary or a least suitable for working 
efficiently on structure emergence tasks. 1 

3.1.3. Handle complex but also computable and freely specified knowledge 
structures 

Taking advantage of previous experiences with Notecards, Aquanet 
[Marshall 1992, op. cit.] is specifically developed to address knowledge 
structuring tasks. For instance, exhibiting an actual argumentation structure 
on a set of information is an important task for helping decìsion processes. 
Such an activity is very similar to those that lawyers are concerned with. 
The main originality in terms of data stmcture is to clearly introduce the 
notion of objects, which are frame-like entities. In Aquanet, basic objects 
(nodes), and relations (links) are first class objects (i.e. are handled as such 
and support linking). Composites (sub-structures) are handled as a com
position relationship between objects. This important feature allows to easily 
build complex structures such as in Fig. 3. The expressive power of Aquanet 
model is simila.r to those of frame based languages which are used in A.L 

approaches for representing knowledge. 
Another system, MacWeb, uses an object-oriented approach to represent 

knowledge. The main originality of this systcm is to allow an Ìnteractive 
specification of types and even their evolution within a sessìon. This system 
is presented in details in section 4. 

As a conclusion, hypertext fundamental is to map structure on informa
tion. Whereas many systems only handle poor or weak structures, some 
systems take advantage of formalisms very dose to those used in A.I. systems 
for representing knowledge. But very few systems really off er possibilities 
to run complex computation on such knowledge. In most of systems, the 
structure, according to the hypertext paradigm, is only used as an added 
information for the reader and help access information. Nevertheless, some 
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systems like VIKI [Marshall 1994] and MacWeb specifically address the 
probìem of freely specifying and representing complex knowledge structures. 

In A.I. approaches, knowledge representation is mainly operated by the 
rnachine, with the explicit purpose of computing. Conversely, in hypertext, 
elicited structures are understandable for the user, with the explicit purpose 
of making new information appear in the reader's mind thanks to the 
elicited structure. Both features are usefuì for gardening. 

3.2. The rok of the user inteiface in ìnfonnation gardening 

In this section, we present some implications on user interface due to 
cognitive constraints of structure elicitation and describe how they are 
addressed in systems which are concerned with ìnformation gardening. 

Representing information is necessary not sufficient for information 
gardening: the incrementai acquisition and reorganizing is the key of the 
problem. The right structure never rises once; like a plant, it takes time to 
grow and need to be cared while growing. Eliciting and organizing know
iedge always results from a long and iterative work based on feedback and 
including a lot of evaluations and backtracking. Expecting to straighten 
such activity and driving the expert like on rails towards a solution is a 
pure nonsense. Most of failures in computer aided inteìlectual activities are 
due to tools rigidicy. Supporting transient states of structuring is far more 
suitable than enforcing consistency unconditionally! The key to the success 
is not to suggest (or worst: to constrain to use) a pre-defined method, but 
to take into account the reality of human behavior and to cope with Ìt. 

Knowledge elicitation relies on a loop in which data are evaluated, 
deductions operated and new information generated or extracted. Basicaily 
an induction, deduction, abduction cyde is observable in almost knowledge 
structuring tasks, even when machine learning is used. In all of them a 
human agent interacts with a knowledge representation agent. In the poorest 
case the knowledge rcpresentation agent is a purely passive one like a 
scrapbook. In hypertext based knowledge acquisition environment, the user 
interacts with an active agent which facilitates each of these steps, but 
should 1et him or her the initiative. 

When an expert studies a set of documents, the most frequent sub-tasks 
are comparing elements, discovering relationshìps between pìeces, deducing 
consequences of hypothesìs, checking them against facts and noting 
deductions. This activity implies backtracking. Keeping track of the work 
in a machine supported form empowers the expert' s work. Relationships 
which are set by the expert keep relateci inf ormation in a vicinicy which 
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facilitates later handling. Assuming tbe system allows to set and delete 
relationships at will and to compute on them, the expert operates with an 
acti.ve scrapbook. 

To illustrate these different points, d1e user-interfaces of two major 
systems Aquanet and Sepia are used as cxamples. 

Aquanet use a spatial rnetaphor to represent: and handle structure (see 
Fig. 3). Each Aquanet object is a frame which is denoted by its visual 

FIG. 3 
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One of the dassical exampies 
of structure description with 
Aquanet is Toulmùù argu·· 
mentacion model. On the leh 
sìd,~: a visual placen1ent spe
cified for thc fonnal model. 
On the right, a set of infor
mation organized according 
to this model. Tue directness 
of interaction and of the 
visuaì perception of relation
s}tips b.,sed on ph1cemcnt is 
obvious. An txpert, who or

g;mizcs pieces o( information, mov.c:s therr1 ·,vithin the inform,1tion space like it would be 
done on a d•~skrop. Their reiationships, even the most global ones are caught at a glance due 
to their pface1:neat, assurned i:he expen is awan~ of the meaning given to each specifìc 
placement pattern. A~ a conscquence, uo expiicit naming of sìots is net:essary. 

structure. Each slot is assigned a reiative location withìn the frame. Relation
ships bet~reen infom1ation are made exp1icit only by their reìative placement. 
A h ' 1 I , 'f . j. . .s a consequence, t e user maKes e oser two m ormanon to set a re.auon-
h. b . 'fh d . . . . I • \ s m etween them. e mo el 1s recurs1ve s.rnce anv srot cin be a .tqua:net L . ~ 

object v.rhich vìsuaily exhibits its structure ,;vith the same convention. 
Aquanet interaction model is strongly unified. Both the expression of a 
scrw.:ture and its observatìon rdy on the sa.me paradigm: information 
proximity and placement. 

But, as Marshall explains it in [Marshall 1994, op. cit. l the drawback of 
Aquanet is its lack of run time flexibility. Aquanet uses a t,1.,.0 stages 

h • 1 • 1 r ••• • r h 1• • A mcc .amsm wmcn separates trames specmcat10n tro,n ypertect -:;01t1on. ns 
a conseq1.tence, Ìt ìs rather difficuh to change the types of objects and 
relationships within a session once they have been used, Like in databases, 
schema evolution is a real probiem. The placement rules have to be previou
sly defined extemally to the system. 'Thus, the user couìd only combine a 
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set of prc-defi.qed placement rules associated to already defined schema but 
is not allowed to define new schema on the fly. This is of little Ìmportance 
when well defined structures - such as T ouìmin' s ·- are repeatedly used as 
basic pattems, but it is a significant drawback to handle complex knowìedge 
modeling. 

For information gardening, premature definition of schema should r,ot 
be enforced. Rather, informa! representation of stmcture is preferable first 
as well as srnooth shift from informa! to more formal structure. 

Furthermore, Aquanet is primarily designed to address the task of 
information structuring, mainly its human-computer interaction aspects, 
but it provides no or little computation on the eiicited structures. This has 
lead to stress on the extendibility of knowledge represent.ation model in 
hypertexts. A recent work VIKI, developed aiso at Xerox PARC, takes advan
tage of Aquanet experience and aims at providing uscrs with a more flexible 
and extendibl.e know ledge representation environment. It provides the user 
Vlith a set of basic constructs which makes possible to express complex 
structures as and when they emerge without needing the preexistence of a 

I 1 I d' scnema. VIKI may ne,p · iscover some constructs. 
Another systern, SEPIA, [Streitz 1989; Streitz 1992] developed at GMD iPSI 

aims at helping v;rriting. It does not promote any given method for writing, 
but suppons the writing ment:al process like it actually occurs in a writer's 
mind. Any given piece of information can be concurrently observed and 
handled in several activity spaa:s which reflects aspects of the author' s 
activity. Each activity space let appear a specìfic structure according to the 
specific problem solvcd in this space. For instance, the argumentative 
stmcture among pieces of infonnarion in the rhetoric space or the planning 
space are projected in the argumentatìon space. Each activiry space is 
displayed in a separate window. Structure is rcpresented like a graph wh:::rt 
reiationships are dr;:iwn 1ike edges connecting pieces of information. The 
user creates the structure incrementaHy, creating nodes and drawing ìinks 
between them according to design objects and opcrations spi~cific to each 
activity space. ìJnlike Aquanet, SEPIA proposes a free placement of informa·· 
tion. As a consequence, each relationship is e:xplicitly labeled. The main 
originalit)' of SEPIA Ìs rhe separation of interdepe:adent activity spaces which 
reduce the complexity of the task, allowing che expert to focus oniy on 
specific aspects at a given time. The act:ivities spaces are interc(,nuecred, 
thus any changes clone in eme <1.re automatically reflected in others. 

Mac Web also provides users wìth a user friendly interface which allo';vs 
both to take advantage of a visua! metaphor for observing and editing the 

''T'h' . . 1 •t d . . J_ 2 T } thr h structure. • _ 1s pomt 1s aetaue m sect1on . . . ... n t 1e t- ee systems, t •. e 
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interest of using a spatial metaphor has been demonstrated as well as the 
possibility of using several point of view on inf ormation. 

33. Key points for information gardening 

As a conclusion, helping stmctures that emerge pre-suppose several con
ditions: 

1) Directness of interaction. Directness is a key issue, since no expert 
would use a system if it is more time consuming than doing the same work 
without help. 

2) Duality informationlstructure. To support structure emergence, struc
ture must be handled as such, not on!y as a side eff ect of organizing 
information. Many hypertext support this important aspect and allow to 
directl y edit the structure itself, independently of node contents. 

3) Perceptibility of structure via spatial organization. Structure is an 
abstraction, but providing a visual representation helps working on it. The 
visual metaphor is a strong help to reasoning which is widely developed in 
humankind. Advocates are used to handie argumentation in speeches. But 
this is only the final stage, the result, the elaborateci form of the work. 
During the preparation phase of a speech, how many pages of scrapbooks 
have been covered with geometrically organized inf ormation, with arrow 
connecting informati on chunks, with diagrams? Information gardening 
systems aim at providing with sìmple to use tools for making structure 
visible, in order both to make it better understood, and to make emerge 
new parts as consequences of already elicited parts. 

4) Reversìbility of actions. Backtracking is a natural feature of human's 
work and must be supported by computer systems. No expert would 
blame himself when chccking mentally scveral hypothesis and backtracking 
when suìtable. So, why to refuse it in a computer aided environment? As 
a consequence, it is necessary to allow late definition of the stmctu.res useful 
in a given situa.tion. Nevertheless, since a lawyer's work involves repeated 
situations many heìpful structures can be stored and reused at will. 

5) From in/om1al to fonnal. The aim of information gardening is to take 
advantage of the 'man in the loop' to bridge informa! to formal. Man is 
able to intuitively take the best of subtle information ofren implicit in 
documents. Exhibiting these relationships make them us':l.ble in a machine, 
which at its turn helos the user to step on. 

6) Not only repre;ent:ational met:ms ~but also computational means. Re
presenting knowledge in a hypertext is a hard job. It is not clone only for 
fun. Making structure explicit allow to compute on it. Going on working 
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on document sets on which an elicited structure is growing benefits of the 
initial eff orts. The user mav run comoutations on the elicited oarts of the 
structure to check hypothesis, to study ... possible connections be~een loosely 
related elements, to stress structural regularities, and so on. Thus information 
gardening becomes easier and easier as and when che emerging structure is 
used as a bootstrap for helping further emergence. 

4. MAcWEB AND INFORMATION GARDENING 

W e illustrate now with Mac Web how and why knowledge-based 
hypertexts are helpful in information gardening t.asks. 

Although it is basically a test-bed for studying research hypothesis -
and thus is used for experimenting on a wide variety of problems-, MacWeb 
has mainly be designed to allow a free elaboration of hypertext and help 
structure emergence. This work has been incrementally tuned up over 
severa! years by takìng into account the feedback of users and trying to 
better match their actual behavior. As a consequence, many helpful features 
are implemented for information gardening because their need has been 
experimentaily observed and their usefulness checked. Detailed descriptions 
of principles and applications can be found in [Nanard 1991, Nanard 1993, 
N anard 1994 ]. The present description focuses on dependencies between 
design issues and information gardening needs. 

Mac Web enab ies to interactively create and update hypertext networks 
with typed links and typed nodes. The main design choices and constraints 
which address the problem of inf ormatìon garàening are classified in three 
categories: documents, structure and user interface: 

Documents ìssues 
- As an authoring environment, MacWeb provides the authors with an 

integrated editor to create or update documents. It handles stmctured 
multimedia documents, with texts, graphics, images, video and sound. 
Documents a:re also createci as result of computations. MacWeb makes 
ìt possible to specìfy how to select parts fro~ existing documents and 
re-organize them imo a new document structure which provides the 
reader with a new view of information [Nanard 1988]. 

Structure issues 

-- MacWeb supports transìent states of structure eìaboration. 
-- The structure modeling features and thc system are designed to ailow 

extendibility and rnn-time evolution of the hypertext strucrure. 
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The underlying hypertext formalism has a sufficient power of expres
sion to enable knowledge representation. 

Interadion issttes 

The human-computer interaction is very direct, in order to reduce 
the cognitive loa.d on the user and to speed up system use. 
Hypertext is handled as easily from the inforrnation sidt than from 
the structure side. 
The stmcture ìs not handled. as an abstract notion. It is made a real 
and perceptible objecc for thc user as an editable graph. 

4.L 011ervie-w of MacVleb hypertext engme 

The idea which gave binh to Mac Web is to mix hype1text and A.L 

approaches in ordcr to enable computation on the elicited structure. Typed 
hypertext networks have similarities with semantic networks. Since a 
bypcrtext results from the mapping of a structure onto documents sets, 
why not to take advantage of effìcient structures already used in A.I. to 
represent knowledge? 

MacWeb manages webs of typed nodes and typed links. Unlike many 
hypertext systems where a link type is simply a label, Mac'Web enables 
authors to specify the semantìcs of types. As a consequence, types carry 
explicit meaning useful both for the reader and for computation. A reflexi
vely bootstrapped approach is used to define types semantics. It gives the 
expressive power of an object-oriented formaìism to MacWeb webs. The 
foundation is simple: thc typed hypertext netv.rork is ahle to represent 
relationships ::unong inf ormation; thus, assuming types be represented by 
nodes too, relationships between tvpes are descrìhed as a tvped network. 
The hypertext netwmk formalism.1 is used twice, once for 'cfescribing tht 
types structures and once for describìng the information strncture. This 
reflexive construct transforms the hypertext network into a knowìedge 
representation structure. The bootstrap is very simple and only relies on 

' i r ' , ' . ' h 'fi b ·1 . b i • ( tnree pre·-·Oeimeo nocte types wruc11 ave a spec1 e u1 t-m enav10r .con-
cepts, relationships and scripts) and on one pre-defined relationship 
(inheritance). It :1Jlows to describe types ;;,:; dasses ìn the sensf~ of object
orientation, (with classes an<l insta.(,ces, slcts a.nd methods, multiple 
inheritance and. overriding). Methods code a.re programs, which source are 
kept in 'script' nodes. They enable expression of complex semantics when 
needed. 
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Mac Web hypertext engine is especially designed to deal with all the 
transient states of incrementai structure elaboration, which by nature are 
characterized by incompleteness and inconsistency. MacWeb software has 
been designed to resist to most of contradictions which are natural during 
incrementai structure elaboration steps. It accepts incomplete and incon
sistent structures, allows to use undefined types, resists to cyding definitions 
and so on. All the design relies on permissiveness in order to preserve 
authors' initiative. 

4.2. Concepts and interaction for structure elidtation 

The current section describes the internal mechanism used for represen
ting knowledge in MacWeb. 

4.2.1. Factual description of information 

The two elements of webs are nodes and links. Due to the inherent 
duality of hypertext structure, nodes are handled both as structural elements 
and as information 'containers'. Each node has a narne and a type. Node 
narnes as well as node types are user-defined. Naming enables direct access 
to information; so, important nodes are directly accessible without browsing. 
Node types define classes of nodes (see § 4.2.2). 

Similarly to current systems, most of nodes contain multimedia data. 
This is useful for legai applications. The expert works directly on documents: 
for instance scanned images of archive documents, as well as texts, private 
annotations or drawings, or even audio records. Anchoring is possible on 
any part of node contents. MacWeb can be used like a basic hypennedia 
authoring environment. 

Some nodes may contain a set of nodes. Such composite nodes are 
called groups. Any given node may simultaneously belong to severa! groups, 
thus allowing non-hierarchical organizations. Groups may be considered as 
a mechanism for modularizing information as well as for expressing some 
contexts. This is particularly useful to handle complex sets of information 
materiai where a given item has to be accessed in severa! contexts. Por 
instance an important document can be accessed directly from several 
groups: the unicity of infonnation is preserved but its access is made easier. 
Escaping the tyranny of hierarchical arrangement is important for informa
tion gardening. 

An originality of Mac Web is that a node may identify an abstraction as 
well as some information materiai. In the first case,· the node content may 
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semantics of the denoted relationshìp. Unlike many systems which only 
propose a restrìcted set of pre-defined link types ( e.g. annotation, referen
ce ... ), MacWeb link-types are freely user defined. For instance, one may 
define at will a new type 'contradiction' to express this semantic relationship 
between two docurnents. 

4.2.2. From an informai to a forma! strncture 

The aim of object-oriented specification of types is to enable representing 
and handling knowledge structures similar to those handled in knowledge 
representation systems. The interest of structure elicited by information 
gardening is strongly augmented when computing is possible. 

T o easily handle structural abstractions ìn a hypertext environment, it 
is necessary to provide them with a handy representation similarly to those 
of any other inf ormation handled ìn the system, in order to unify their 
manipulation by the user. 'Concept' and 'Relationship' nodes allow to 
represent and handle abstract notions as and when they emerge. The 
representation formalism is object-oriented. MacWeb allows to define both 
dasses of node types and of link types: it is important to enable rhe user 
to describe the relationships which exist between the relationships, as well 
as those between concepts. 

The node types named 'Concept' and 'Relationship' are pre-defined in 
the system and have a built-in set of reflexes triggered by the hypertext 
network editing operations. A 'Concept' node is considered as the repre
sentation of the model of the class which has its name. Nodcs with this 
type are considered as instances of this class. Similarly 'Relationship' nodes 
are used to model link types. Using nodes to represent types makes it 
possible to use links between them to represent the relationships between 
types (Fig. 5). 

This feature supports the late structure criteria, since instanciation is not 
considered as an action but as a property v.rhich is evaluated at run time: 
A node type is considered as a class only if there exist in the web a 
'Concept' node with the name of that type. Otherwise it is simply con
sidered as a labeL Thereby, the user may establish or break it at will the 
instanciation rebtionship. Late strucmre is especìally important for informa
tion gardening, since the right stmcture never rises once, but results from 
an incrementai work whìch is important to support. So, it helps stepping 
from informai to forma!. Relationshìps between information can be obser
ved informally, in an almost intuitive way by an expert. Their expression 
as links between nodes start representing them. As and when the expert' s 
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FIG. 5 
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Defining graphically a concept with MacWeb: inheritance and composition graph. MacWeb 
uses the hypertext metaphor to describe concepts denoted by nodes. Relationships between 
concepts are described like links. Specifications are graphically editable. The free,placement 
of concept nodes in the web makes the structure easy to perceive at a glance. The 
inspector window displays in textual form the current specification of any given class. 
Observe how is described the attachment of the method "check validity" to the class "a 
quo avec.clause". 

work enforces the meaning of the elicited structure, the typing can be 
specified and associated concepts formalized. The absence of pre-defi
ned schema for structuring avoid disturbing the expert natural way of 
working. 

4.2.3. Specifying structure dynamic semantics 

Since 'Concept' and 'Relationship' nodes aim at representing classes, it 
is suitable to allow specifying the dynamic semal)tics of classes. This is 
done by attaching methods to nodes as scripts. 

The 'script' type has a built-in behavior. It allows the textual part of 
node contents to be interpreted as a program. The script language 'W ebtalk' 
allows two categories of actions, those oriented towards automatic document 
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production and those oriented towards hypertext network edition. They 
are detaìled in section 4.4. 

Scripts nodes may be either independent nodes - they represent named 
global routines or are linked to nodes. In this case, the associateci link 
name is considered as a 'method' name, in the ser:se of the object-oriented 
paradigm. When a script ìs linked to a 'Concept' node, thìs script is 
directly visible from any node of the cìass described by the concept 
node. 

Scripts are also used to define reflexes triggered by system events. For 
instance, this alìows to attach a specific behavior to a given node or node 
dass as reaction to events such as node creation, linking or renaming and 
so on. Thus types are no longer labels but classes with specific behaviors 
which encapsulate the semantics described in the methods. 

Scripts provide the mechanisms which enable any computing on the 
hypertext network. This point, very important for helping inf ormation 
gardening is discussed in section 4.4. 

4.2.4. Reuse by inheritance a.nd overrìding 

Specifying types as dasses would be of little interest if ìt was not possible 
to take advantage of ìnheritance. The link type named 'inherits' is pre
defined and has a built-ìn behavior. It represents che inherita.nce relarìonship 
of rhe object oriented formalism. So, when a node is selected, the visible 
methods are those which are either directly owned by itself, or by it actual 
class, or by any of the ancestors of its class. Multiple inheritance is suppor
ted, and the arder of method selection is a deep-.first one, based on the 
links priority set on each node. 

4.2.5. Condusion 

The design choices of the MacWeb engine provides the user with a 
flexible mechanìsm whìch has rhe power of obiect-oriented formalism, but 
can be hanàled in a unified manne;, as simply ;s a hypertext web. Interpre
ting instanciation like a structural property makes possible to handle late 
strucmring and to support incompleteness of definitions and their possible 
run-time evoiution . 

. Afrhough we focus on fleKibilit) and openn.css, another important aspect 
of the objc:ct - oricnted architecture of MacWeb is classe:, reuse. From a 
cognitive point of vi;;•,,,, dasses and relacionships that have been .~bstracted 
during the strncture emergence process and proved useful, can be reused, 
thereby keeping rxack of users' menta! structure. 
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4.3. The role of the sp,1,tial metaphor for ìnteraction directness and structure 
perceptibìiù:y 

In this section we present one ìmportant aspect of Mac Web user inter
face with respect to information gardening: the role of the spatial metaphor 
as a tool to help structure emergence. 

MacWeb enables the user to observe and interactive!v work on the 
hypertext from the content side as well as from the str,.;:cture side. The 
network of relationships between information is given an interactive 
representation which supports structure editing. Thus, any operation can 
be expressed either on documents or on the structme vìew. 

T ~ be easily handled, structure m.ust be clear!y perceived by the user. 
The spatial metaphor which provides the user with a geometrica} represen
tation of structure, tums an abstract structurc into a visìble object. The role 
of geometrically organized patterns as an help to stmcturing is well known. 

MacWeb 'Web View' displays the hypertext network as a graph. The 
nodes locations are defined by the user who may change them at will. 
From the structure side, expressing a structure is just drawing a graph. A 
lot of features which address the directness issue, allows to draw and edit 
complex graphs in a very intuitive way. This feamre is important from a 
cognitive point of view. The user-defined spatial organization hdps building 
a dear mental scherne of the hypertext strnctu.re. 

Although MacWeb also proposes an automatic placernent, most of users 
prefer the manual placement. Two reasons argue for that: automatic place
ment are intuition-less and one remembers more easily a personaì placement. 
Automatic placements can only take care of explicit (such as interconnection) 
or of abstract properties (such as planarity). They cannot take advantage of 
intuitive perception of non eljcited properties relationships wbich naturally 
push user:, towards informa} but 'dever' placements. Users arrange some 
unconnectcd nodes dose one to another because of implicit similarities that 
they feel more than they could argue. 

Information gardening aims at supporting informa! aspects. Inruition is 
one of them. Allowing one to express bis or her intuition just by a locating 
pieces of information in an information space is very subtle. It has no 
direct consequences on the actual structure like a placement in a spatiall y 
organized frame base strucmre would bave. It helps emHe or preparc later 
structuring. It just memorize an intuitìon, no more. Svstems which address 
informati~~1 g~rdening must take care of respectii;g tbe user's way of 
working, but also keep tack of any eiements leading to structure emergence. 

Free placement of nodes supports structure emergence. Geometrica! 
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symmetries are often used to make apparent simìlitude or oppositìons. 
Horizontal ievels sometìmes express hierarchies, and so on. There are no 
genera! rules, but the experÌl,,llents makes clear that users quickly take great 
advantage of the visual metaphor to organize the information space. The 
regularities in the placement of nodes playìng similar roles makes patterns 
appear. Such visual patterns are easily recognìzabie. They allows the user 
to locate information more efficiently. Similarly, the perception of rhe 
geometry of an already built structure helps structural regularities and 
exceptions emerge. 

In order to generalize the spatial metaphor to large webs, MacWeb uses 
a 'Sky View' which looks like a stared night sky (Fig. 6), in whìch each 
node is displayed like a pixel. It allows the book thickness metaphor for 
accessing large webs. Selections ìn the SkyView make the web view directly 
serali to the seìected area. Only large scale patterns are recognìzable in the 
sky view like constellations in a sky. But the global placement of the 
pattems within the view makes it possible to take advantage of the spatial 
metaphor even with networks of thousands of nodes. Even when patters 
are not clearly discernible, a user at least remembers in which area is 
located some kind of information, assumed that the spatia] organization of 
the web is consistent. 'Sky View' has become one of the most useful 
features for direct access to information. 

Mac Web displays groups nodes in the same style as the entire web. 
Groups are specific sets of nodes. Theìr web views only represent the sub
graphs build on these nodes. This feature proviàes the user with speciaiized 
poìnts of view whìch makc it casier to focus on some impo1tant aspect of 
the structure. Thus, building groups is an efficient work technique for 

Dod~ 0 23A-·2. 1. 1 

FIG. 6 

111c sky view. It implements the book thickness 
metaphor for accessing large webs. Sdections in 
,he SkyView make the web view direcdy scroll 
to rhe selected area. Only large scale pattems 
are recognizable in the sky ,'Ìcw like constella
tions in a skv. The name of the document under 
the cursor i; displayed ar the bottom. So both 
global and precise selectìon are possible. 1be 
frame around the cursor sketches the future 
position of the screen. 
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scaling to human size large and complex structures. MacWeb also allows 
to build paniaì graphs and partial sub graphs of the main web view, Each 
link type and node type has a visibility flag v;hich can be toggled at will 
to hide or show signìficant structu.res. 

We have observed users at work while designing structures. The interac
tiveness and the direct visual feedback of actions aìlows verv efficient trials 
and errors strategies to make emerge geometrica! structures. ,A given formai 
stmcture can be displayed with many different geometry. Each of them 
enhances some aspects of the structure which become observable at a glance. 
So, many users are naturally attracted towards expressive placements putting 
the stress on regularities in the structures. Such placements often put in 
evidence some irregularities in the structure and make obvious missing 
relationships. Such interactive work helps structure emerge. 

4.4. Computation on the hypertext network 

One of the major objectives of MacWeb development was to make 
computati on possible on the hypertext network. The W ebtalk language 
provides basic control-structures usually present in programnùng languages, 
procedures and recursivity. As a tool integrated in Mac Web, it allows to 
evaluate structural properties of the web especiaily those defined at nm 
time on types. Mac Web scripts are used for rwo very differem purposes 
which reflect the duality of hypertext: actions on the hypertext network 
and document production. 

4 .4 .1. Actìons on the hypertext network 

Any edition command that a end-user can interactively give to the 
system can be placed in a script. Scripts makes it possible to specify complex 
and condicional edition operations. For instance automatic generation of 
specific sub-structures in the web, ;;i,s well as consìstency checks can be 
specified in scripts. 

The use of scripts for reflex triggered computing is very important in 
infonnation gardening since Ìt allow the user to incrementally tune the 
baiance between wìthout constra.ints approaches and model driven ap-· 
proaches. When and where strong constraints are suitable on some dasses 
of information, methods are attached as reflexes to the dasses in order to 
automatically trigger the relevant actions, check and enforce security on 
these infonnation or on structural elements. For instance a scriot can exoress 
how the creation of a given c!ass of links automatically updat~s other parts 
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of the structure. Conversely, free edition remains possible on others ele
ments. This approach does not constrain any pre-defined strategy for hand
ling security problems. It provides the user with flexible mechanism for 
tailoring the environment at will. 

Actions on the hypertext network are used for a lot of applications 
useful when information gardening. For instance, selecting which types of 
nodes and of links are visible allows to define at run time some observation 
points of the structure. Scripts language contains queries which can be used 
for instance to build new substructures from existing ones. 

Though the current interpreted version of Webtalk is far from being 
fast enough to efficiently support complex reasoning programming, it re
presents typically the kind of computing which should be addressed by 
knowledge-based hypertexts. 

4.4.2. Actions dedicated to document production 

Producing documents is the most originai feature of MacWeb. New 
documents are built on the fly as result of script evaluations. They are 
produced by organizing into a document structure pieces of information 
selected in nodes according to queries. A script contains a generic model 
of the intended document structure, defined in a form similar to the SGML 

markup. The document model specifies, if any, the conditions of omission 
and of repetition of document elements in terms of properties of the web 
structure. The content of each element of the document structure is defined 
as a mix of static parts defined as texts and of variable parts specified by 
queries. Queries select information in nodes, either entire node contents, 
either the anchor of a link. Selection is achieved according to a navigational 
model based on links, taking advantage of links classes and node classes. 
The result of the script evaluation is the unfolding of the document model 
structure and its filling with actual values computed from the web state. 

As a consequence, the resulting documents are virtual. The actual content 
depends upon changes operated in the structure or in the node contents. 
Such scripts are frequently used to gather into a single document pieces of 
information which are distributed in several documents but that the user 
should enjoy to see as a whole. A very simple and classical example concerns 
the text of amendments of a law, which are disseminated in a lot of docu
ments. A script expresses how to reorganize them taking into account their 
inter-references expressed by links. 

Unlike ad hoc applications, this mechanism does not directly provides 
the user with off the shelf solutions but with a generic tool which enables 
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the production of tailored sets of helpful documents whìch reflects points 
of views of the user on the information space. Collections of scripts often 
are attached to classes as methods which encapsulate the ori.gin of informa
tion. Thus the user only functìonally knows how to get the ìnf ormation he 
wishes. Such virtual documents make the work on the information space 
easier and easier as and when elicited strucmre is made stronger. Computing 
and producing documents taking advantage of the emerging structure is 
particularly important for information gardening. 

Nevenheless, Webtalk, as an interpreted and not optimized language, 
must be considered only as a prototyping tool developed in the context of 
research for evaluating the interest of knowledge-based hypenext approa
ches. Anyhow, scripts are programs which can run any suitable computa
tion. The last version of MacWeb ìncludes hooks which allows to link 
compiled procedures to MacWeb code and to cali them from scripts to 
improve the efficiency (and mainly the speed) of computing on knowledge, 
at the cost of some loss of flexibiliry. 

As a conclusion, Mac Web ìs typi~aily an open authoring envìronment. 
It does not enforce any strategy, but provides users with a set of simple 
basic features which enable to tailor the environment. The choice of an 
interpreted approach for strncmre handling allows a great flexibility and 
makes rnn-time strnctural changes easy. Three complementary aspects are 
important for ìnf ormation gardening: 

Ease of expression of the emerging structure due to the simplicity of 
the model and to the directness of ìnteraction; 
Efficiency of the evaluation of the structure, due to the spatial 
metaphor; 
Efficiency of information observation, that the document generation 
feature boosts. 

CoNCLUSION · 

Computer applications are usually dedicated to very precise tasks. The 
information gardening metaphor does not characterize a specific task but 
a dass of activitìes, a style of intellectual .work. Designing software for 
helping not a task but a style of work is a challenge. 

The purpose of the software supporting information g.1rdening is no 
longer to compute a specified result, nor to drive a user aìong the steps of 
a method, nor to achieve a given task. It is to delicatdy help a human at 
work and to try to disturb him or she as little as possible from his or her 
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own expertise. Computer-aided information gardening must rely on an 
open architecture. The software must be as transparent as possible and a 
flexible and customizabìe framework that the user dynamically adapts to 
his needs. The best picee of software would be one that ìs so transparent 
for the user that no one remarks it when at work. 

This implìes radical changes in developer' s mentalìty: most of comp11ter 
science works address problems which are formalìy complex but rarely wide 
and subtìe; they are more concemed with rigor than with flexibiiity. To 
address information gardening, it ìs fundamenta! to understand that tbc aim 
is not directly a result, but a human actìvity. It is necessary to take care of 
cognitive aspects of intellectuai work, in which intuition, bottom-up 
approaches, backtracking play an importa.nt rnie. Thus, the application must 
not constrain the user to follow rigìd mles which only make appìications 
easier to deveìop. It is necessary to accept the reality of human's behavìor, 
and to cope with transient states, with inconsistency, with evoìution. It is 
suitable to display on demand information which are more 'views' of infor~ 
mation than planned results. Improving the efficiency of humans at work 
starts with accepting their actual behavior and giving them the ability to desibrn 
by themselves, in the context of their work, what kind of help they need. 

Currently, hypertext authoring environments are very flexible tools 
which are well suited to handle this kind of intellectual work on ìegal 
documents. They bridge the gap from documents to structure, allowing the 
user to directÌv and incrememallv express the observed or discovered rela
tionships be~een infonnation, "to define the semantics of the emergìng 
structures, and to use them for stepping in the work. Exhibiting relationships 
is the goal of infonnation gardenìng. Expressing relationships as a hypertext 
network boosts the efficiency of the work since the already elicited relation
ships make subsequent work easier, alJowing to better access infonriation, to 
observe and char:ge at will stmctures, te compute the consequences of 
relationships, to make closer disr.ant information wirhin virtual documents .. 

Computer aided information gardening does not aim at soiving one 
given problem but to help humans take freel y and efficiently advantage of 
their own expertise for problem solving. lt is a work booster. 
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